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> EVENT

> EVENT

FRANCK THILLIEZ

STÉPHANE PAIR

11 May 2017
Reader’s report available.

9 February 2017
Sample English translation available.

Sharko

From Guadeloupe With Love

“Sharko always compared the first days of an
investigation with a hunting party. They were the hound
pack urged on with the horns, dashing for the prey.
Except, this time Lucie and him were the prey.”

Lucie’s uncle, a retired cop, has died while investigating
solo on the disappearance of a young girl. He had a
suspect, Ramirez, but never got the chance to confront
him. Lucie decides to go rogue and continue her uncle’s
case: she goes to the suspect’s house at nightfall. The
place is sordid: the walls of the cellar are covered with
bags full of blood and hideous frescos; piles of objects
prevent from walking; a piercing cry belonging to a
hairless cat eaten away by leeches is echoing. Then
the worst happens, Lucie is facing the suspect and has
no other choice but shooting her gun.
She confides in Sharko straight away. Ramirez was
obviously not an ordinary man, even a monster. Franck
takes upon himself to create a murder scene fit to the
guy so that their team at the Criminal Police takes over
the case.
Playing a double game, Lucie and Franck will live their
worst experience as cops. And their biggest danger as
a couple.

• A plot about blood trafficking with multiple twists.

From vampirism to the Gunther disease, the reader is
on for a gripping thriller, filled with surprising (but real)
medical revelations!

“She hasn’t seen my love being
spoiled by the growing shadow of
my anger. Tonight, I decided to
free the storm.”

Franck Thilliez was the 2nd bestselling French

thriller writer in 2016. He has been commissioned
by the Palais de Tokyo in Paris to write a short
story as the base of a modern art exhibition (from
March 24th to May 16th 2016).
See Franck Thilliez on page 7.

FRANCK SHARKO & LUCIE HENEBELLE
Over 2.3 Million copies sold
Rights sold: US (Penguin), Spain (Destino), Spain Catalan (Columna), Germany (Goldmann),

The Netherlands (Xander), Brazil (Intrinseca), Russia (Atticus), Taiwan (Solo Press), Portugal (Sextante),
Turkey (Pegasus), Japan (Hayakawa), China (Hachette Phoenix), Slovakia (Artforum), Hungary (Gabo), Korea
(Eunhaeng Namu), Thailand (Welearn), Czech Republic (XYZ)
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Vieux Bourg, in Guadeloupe. A
white woman’s corpse is found in
the depths of the mangrove.
Lieutenant-colonel Gardé will discover the twists and turns of this
tragic event following Aymé, a
retired fisherman; Aristide aka
Vegeta a young black fellow consumed by ambition and weighty
secrets; Tavares, the Bahamian
remorseless drug trafficker; the
touching Gina and the beautiful
Lize.
From the squats in Pointe-à-Pitre,
to Montserrat’s dormant volcano;
from Key West to Saint-Lucia, this
book is an immersion with no
return into the Caribbean waters
where love, violence and magic
combine boundlessly.  

•

The author’s captivating style
oscillates between a Creole poetry
and a Jamaican slam.
• The novel offers many women
portraits, mothers in particular.
Those characters are strong and
far from the literary stereotypes.

Stéphane Pair is of Creole origins and has been working for the radio
for the past ten years. Élastique nègre is his first novel.
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> BREAKING NEWS / RECENT DEALS

> BREAKING NEWS / FILM DEAL

FRANCK THILLIEZ

NICOLAS MALESKI

Dreaming

Franck Van Penitas

Nearly 160,000 copies sold
Shortlisted for the Elle Reader’s Prize 2017.

Shortlisted for the RTL-Lire Prize
2017

26 May 2016
Sample English translation available
Rights sold: Latvia (Zvaigzne), Russia (Atticus)
Film rights sold

12 January 2017
Sample English translation and Reader’s report
available
Rights sold: Germany (Lübbe)

For most people, dreaming stops at the end of the night.

Abigaël is a single mother and a leading psychologist,
much sought after in criminal cases for her expertise
even if she suffers from a severe case of narcolepsy
confusing reality and dreams. For some months now, she
has been helping the police on the case of Freddy who
has already kidnapped three children.
Nine months after the beginning of this investigation,
her father, a retired customs officer, insists to take her
and her daughter on a weekend away. What was supposed
to be a family trip turns into a nightmare, as her father
and daughter die.
How come she has been found close to the destroyed
car with only a few scratches? What secret was her
father hiding? Can she blindly trust people around her?
Was her daughter supposed to be the next name on
Freddy’s list?
So many mysteries and questions she will have to resolve
to find out the very truth.

If his wife hadn’t started cheating on him,
Franck wouldn’t have let the unforeseen into
his ideal and shipshape life.

Franck Van Penitas has followed his wife, Gisèle,
to a remote village in the countryside. When
she is working 70 hours a week as a vet; he is
dusting, doing the grocery shopping, and
overseeing homework. He wanted to be a writer,
he is now a full-time stay-at-home dad. Yes, his
life has certainly not turned out as planned but
Franck can boast about leading a life true to
his nature: ritualized, predictable and solitary.
Obsessed with his garden, he eliminates any
adventurous rodent that could spoil it and addictively follows the weather forecast. And then
he can spend quality time with his 3 daughters
without having to mix with strangers. His only
social life being limited to boring get-together
with his wife’s colleagues or fantastic bike rides
and lively discussions with some alcoholic locals
as cynic, antisocial and reserved as him (as he
will soon find out at his expense…).
His quiet life is turned upside down the morning
he receives an anonymous letter alluding to his
wife’s infidelity. Franck Van Penitas being Franck
Van Penitas, his reaction and his début as an
unfaithful husband will be both mad and funny.

• A sense of Ingmar Bergman’s Scenes from a

Marriage against the backdrop of a Chabrolian
landscape.
• Implacable style for this literary debut filled
with humour and wit that is also an unusual
marital noir novel.
• The character Franck Van Penitas is bound
to become cult. He lives his life as he wants it
to be : at a slow pace, in order to be able to look
at the world and people around him and focus
on the basis (his family, the ground).

•
Sous le compost is Nicolas Maleski’s debut novel.

“One of the most lively novels
in a long time” Le Parisien
“In this blunt and mocking novel,
Nicolas Maleski dissects the inner-working
of a couple and the paradoxes
of living in society”
Transfuge

How to make progress when the ground crumbles under one’s feet, when the line between
reality and dreams becomes thinner and thinner, when one can’t rely on anybody, even oneself?
A mesmerizing psychological thriller about manipulation, trauma… and dreams of course!
• Abigaël’s path is full of cracks. Franck uses a broken up timeline that follows the twists and
turns of his main character’s brain (Pay extremely close attention to the time scale, it’s important!)
Also avalaible:

Puzzle

13 October 2011
Sample English translation
available
Rights sold: China
(Beijing Booky), Korea
(Eunhaeng Namu), Turkey
(Pegasus), Russia (Atticus)
Film rights sold

Over 340,000
copies sold
See Franck Thilliez on page 4.
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Darksider

3 October 2013
Sample English
translation and Reader’s
report available
Rights sold: Russia
(Atticus), Spain
(Destino)
Film rights sold

Over 235,000
copies sold
Pocket_THILLIEZ_Vertige.indd 1

02/09/2016 18:17
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> BREAKING NEWS / FILM DEAL

> NEWS / THRILLER

HERVÉ COMMÈRE

LOUISE MEY

All We Need Is a Dead Body

Ocean Spray

Shortlisted for the Elle Reader’s Prize 2017.

11 May 2017

10 March 2016
Reader’s report available
Film rights sold

Taste of one’s own medicine.

What is the link between a factory about to shut down, a
burnt body, a strike and a rapist?

12th July 1998. The main players of different events
don’t know that they will all be linked by a single drama
eighteen years later.
2014, in a small village in Normandy. As the main factory
is about to be shut down, the employees start a strike.
Nobody takes them seriously and the main leader
suggests that all they need is a corpse. His burnt body
is soon found. The police investigate and discover that
the seemingly perfect victim had things to hide. So
murder, suicide or an opportunity to hit the headlines?
• Hervé Commère shows once again that he is a master
in crossed destinies, the power of fate and the chain
of events.

“A great novel about freedom, fate,
coincidences, courage (or not) to take
charge of one’s destiny.”
M Le Magazine du Monde

Guess the End

12 June 2014
Sample English translation and Reader’s report available
Rights sold: Japan (Shueisha)

«Everyone wants to be a piece of a puzzle, not the best nor the most beautiful,
just a piece; fitting into the puzzle, that’s what we all are looking for, and
when we do, we feel good and strong, or at least alive.»

Guess the End follows four individuals who try to do their best to fulfill
their dreams or relive the past. They think they are making choices but
they are mistaken and their lives finally take shape despite themselves.
The four characters’ destiny will eventually become intertwined, and
marked by revenge, love, friendship, fear, hope and... Rock n’Roll!

10 March 2011
Sample English translation and Reader’s report available
Rights sold: Japan (Shueisha)

Marseille Detective Novel Award 2011
Ocean’s Eleven meets Usual Suspects.

Hervé Commère was born in Rouen and now lives in Paris.
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• Family keeps us stronger... whatever happens
• A successful huis-clos: with a great sense
of details (even the hydrangeas are creepy),
and vivid dialogues, this novel will stay in
your memory thanks to its unexpected
finale.

Louise Mey, 33, lives and works in Paris.

Devastated
Rights sold: Germany (Suhrkamp)
12 May 2016
Reader’s report available

Fear changes side.
Alex, a single mother, is working in the sex crimes unit of the
Parisian police. Sex offenders, raped women, indecent exposures
are her everyday lot. One might think she has seen everything.
But in the regular flow of investigations, two new cases are
brought to her attention and cause quite a stir: the savage rapes
of two men. Two straight men with nothing in common, except
their shame and refusal to go to the police. When 1% of all rapes
concern men, there’s certainly something to investigate on...
• A dazzling first novel anchored in social realism.
• Unexpected victims for an unforgettable feminist thriller.

Ripples in Water

Two stories, two pieces of a real-life jigsaw
that are just waiting to be put together…
to the misfortune of all.

Béa, Chris, Bastien and Marion Moreau are
all smart, beautiful and athletic and very
close to each other. They have the chance
to spend a long weekend together on a
secluded island off the coast of Brittany
that is also an opportunity for Marion to
overcome her fear of water.
On returning from a stroll in the storm,
Béa, Chris and Bastien find the house
empty. The search for the young girl starts
on the muddy island and the paradise on
earth shows another face: a small patch
of land where the few inhabitants are
united, hardened to storms and invulnerable. And where young girls shouldn’t go
missing.

Also avalaible:

Catching Your Death,
The Second man

“A real revelation. As strong as your first reading of Michael Connelly.” Avantages
“A nerve-racking but perfectly mastered novel.” Plume Libre
9

> NEW / THRILLER

> NEW / NOIR

DAVID-JAMES KENNEDY

PAUL COLIZE

In Spite of Her
13 April 2017

Twenty-six years later, the past comes back to taunt a group of
friends.

1989, Emma is the queen B of a gang of high schoolers, and
doesn’t realize the attraction she has on all of the guys. But
Tom, her best friend, is the one she confides in. The happy
gang explodes when one of them is found dead in the
Luxembourg gardens.
2015. The past is catching up on Tom when he receives a phone
call from one of his high school friend, living in Sweden, begging
for help: he is threatened because of what happened in 1989.
When Tom arrives, he only finds the body and a computer
showing pictures of Emma together with an email: “the time
has come to pay for what you did twenty-six years ago”.
Teaming up with Emma, they will have to find out what
happened in 1989 in order to stop the revenge.
• A fast-paced thriller from Sweden, to Denmark, Scotland,
Switzerland, New-York and a finale in Greece.

David-James Kennedy was born in 1969. He is a chemist in Northern
France.

Also avalaible:

The Avenging Sea

CHRISTOPHE NICOLAS
Fall

9 March 2017

Sometimes fame comes at the risk of one’s sanity.
After two unnoticed novels, Thomas Cahin is finally getting the
consecration with his third novel “Fall”. Published by a
prestigious publishing house, the novel is on the shortlist for
the highest award.
Except, Thomas has not written the novel. His wife found the
manuscript in his college stuff. The book was written by his
former roommate, in a few feverish days before he committed
suicide.
In claiming the book, Thomas has gained glory and recognition,
but at what price?

Zanzara
9 March 2017

Living life in the fast lane.

30 years old Fred is living different lives.
By day, he works as a journalist for the
online edition of Le Soir in Brussels and
waits for THE story that will get him
glory and recognition. Good looking,
easy going and a tad showy, he likes
spending time with his colleagues
(especially with “La Bomba”) and never
says no to a party involving alcohol.
By night, his life is made of gambles,
risks and driving against traffic on
Brussels’ ring. Ever since a tragic
accident has shattered his life when he
was 7, Fred loves nothing more than
living on the edge and feeling the
excitement of danger.
But Camille, a married woman, will soon
bring him the balance he desperately
needs.
This life gets a new turn the day he
receives a phone call, begging him to
come to a secluded place where he is
supposed to get explosive information.
But instead of a breakthrough in
journalism he finds himself confronted
with the mysterious caller who has
committed suicide. His investigation
will put him on the track of a woman
whose life had not been spared by
History...
• Drive set in Belgium !
• The nervous writing gives a sense of
urgency to the book.
• Beneath his casual appearance, Fred
is full of flaws he reveals bit by bit. The
female characters are also memorable!
• The author delivers a personal version
of a little known political and historical
event.

Paul Colize is the author of a dozen novels including Back Up and

Un long moment de silence translated in 5 countries, including the
UK.

• Suspense, tension and manipulation. The reader is hooked
from the first page to the final twist.
Christophe Nicolas was born in 1974. He is the author of four paranormal
thrillers. See Christophe Nicolas on page 32.
10
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> NEW / CRIMINAL CASE

> NEW / NOIR VINTAGE

HERVÉ JOURDAIN
Surveillance

FRÉDÉRIC DARD
Frédéric Dard (1921-2000) wrote a great number of works, using either his own name or that of one of his numerous
aliases – especially San-Antonio, with a total of over 220 million copies sold.

13 April 2017

NOVELS OF THE NIGHT

Sex, politics and security.

Manon Legendre is a stripper and
escort girl in search of respectability. But this was before her
life has been hacked into, her son
kidnapped and the father of her
child killed.
April 2017: A few weeks before
the presidential elections, the
police headquarters are being
transferred in their new offices
in the Batignolles neighbourhood.
Hervé Compostel, the head of the
criminal squad, has his plate full:
a member of his team is regularly
missing, details of their investigations seem to directly reach
the press, and the daughter of a
candidate has succumbed to an
OD. Compostel will have to shed
light on the connection between
all of these cases, while trying to
find explanations on his son’s
suicide.

29 titles available
Rights sold: UK (Pushkin Press), Sweden (Nilsson Förlag), the
Netherlands (De Geus)
Film rights sold
• Genre : Psychological Suspense
• Recurrent Characters : Dual and captivating
femmes fatales / Men mistreated by life
• Recurrent Topic : Manipulation
• Tone : Dark, even desperate

“Melancholy and atmospheric, with
a twist worthy of Agatha Christie at her
devious best, this brief tale has the
hallmark of classic French noir.”
The Guardian

“The “unknown”
French
master of noir.”
The Observer

Also avalaible:

Black Angel’s Confessions
8 June 2017

PG : not for the faint-hearted, not for teenager and not
for sensitive policemen.

• Phone surveillance, power
games, conflicts of interests are
intertwined in this sprawling and
realistic noir novel.

Black Angel is the public enemy #1. When it comes to
tell his story, nobody can do better than him. So without
shame, fear and remorse, he relates everything: men,
women, rich, poor, Black, White… no discrimination, he
kills anyone.
• Written in 1952, the novel is incredibly current.

Hervé Jourdain used to work for the police. He has written three other
thrillers including Sang de la trahison awarded the 2014 Quai des Orfèvres
Prize.

Kaput, a Killer

9 June 2016
The dark and tragic adventures of a young man who becomes a killer because of life circumstances.
But underneath the cold-blooded killer without remorse, lies a romantic and endearing man.

• Vintage, classic noir novel in the vein of Natural Born Killers.

SAN-ANTONIO
Rights sold: Italy (E/O), Romania (Univers)
A series of 175 noir novels published from 1949 to 2001 written by Frédéric Dard under the penname San-Antonio, that is also the name of the main character, a bon-vivant and seductive police
chief who tells his investigations. It has become cult thanks to a specific universe and language.
12
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> NEW / FEEL-GOOD

> NEW / WOMEN’S FICTION

ANTOINE PAJE

ARMELLE GUILCHER

Antoine Paje managed a business and worked abroad for

several years until he realized that he wasn’t happy. This is how
he decided to learn to get to know himself. His books are based
on his personal experiences and aim at helping others.

The Flowers of Your Silence
9 March 2017
Reader’s report available.

Life can change if one only listens.
A nice wife, children he only saw at breakfast,
mistresses at the ready, this was Arnaud’s life.
When a car accident puts him in a coma, silence
falls on him. He has never listened to anyone but
himself before, and now hearing is his only link to
the rest of the world. His loved ones come one by
one to his bed, disclosing their true colours, sharing
hidden secrets and joyful surprises.
• “The biggest revelation is silence.” Laozi
• How is the link between us and our loved ones?
Antoine Paje invites his readers to an uncompromising examination for a liberating realization.

And She Spoke to Me of Maple Trees, the
Smile of Water and Eternity
12 November 2015
Reader’s report available
Rights sold: Italy (Tre60), China (Beijing Xiron Books)

Strangers in Cayenne

13 April 2017

Confronting ordeals in her life as a woman and
the agony of his couple, two ordinary people
will share their strengths to lead their life the
way they want.
Marie lost her husband, a policeman shot on
duty, in French Guiana. Against all odds and
her son’s disapproval, Marie decides to go
there, hoping to find some answers to what
happened and maybe put an end to her
mourning.
For Alex, French Guiana is a haven. Far from
his wife who escaped to France, he enjoys
his ‘single’ life, knowing he’ll sooner or later
have to decide what to do with his marriage.
But willpower and determination have never
been his forte.
Discovering a land full of opportunities behind
the clichés of violence, ‘the widow’ and ‘the
wannabe single’ take small cautious steps
and will soon be able to see the world in a
completely new way.
• This beautiful feel-good and escapist novel
is also about destiny, unexpected meetings,
resilience and new beginnings.
• Hard subjects such as mourning, cancer,
depression are dealt with sobriety and
realism.
• A novel for the wounded souls which gives
hope and self-confidence, without fuss.

Life offers minutes of eternity that we let fly by.

Alexandre Kraunos thought he was living the perfect life. The death of Elise,
his elderly neighbor who pampered him, makes him realize that the present
never existed for him, nor the past for that matter. Every minute was just a
step to the next one. Thanks to reunions, new encounters and a little help from
destiny, he will be able to spot minutes which can offer switch in a life…

My Family, My Island

And He Spoke to Me of Cherry Trees, Dust
and a Mountain

Family secrets on a small island in Brittany.

2 January 2014
Reader’s report available
Rights sold: Italy (Tre60), China (Beijing Xiron Books)

Nearly 70,000 copies sold
One may need a whole life to learn how to walk.

Paul Lamarche thought he was living the life he had always wanted until the
moment he is arrested while on a festive tour of the USA. There he meets
someone who will provoke a total change in him and liberate for good all the
fears that had hindered his existence.
14

21 January 2016

Over 60.000 copies sold.
Marine Le Guellec is coming back as a GP to the island where she
was born and that she left after the death of her parents. As
months go by, her practice is not thriving and she faces the
inexplicable hostility of the people, until she decides to face her
past and discovers what really happened to her parents.
• A debut novel filled with emotions, regrets and above all love.

Armelle Guilcher is retired and lives in Brittany. She lived in Guiana for five
years. She has written two novels.
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> NEW / EXPLOSIVE AND SURPRISING

> NEW / FANTASY

NADINE MONFILS

JEAN-LOUIS FETJAINE

ELVIS CADILLAC

Jinn

11 May 2017

13 April 2017

A comedy-crime drama in the vein of Fargo
by the Coen brothers.

Mysticism, legends and magic in the 12th Century Levant.
1130 in Jablah, Syria. The first crusade has been over
for 30 years, four Christian states have been created
but peace is still uncertain. Alice of Antioch, daughter
of the King Baldwin of Jerusalem, has taken refuge to
give birth to her illegitimate son. If the king were to
know, his anger would have terrible consequences. Also,
Alice has decided to kill everybody present at the birth
including the child. When the mid-wife dies, a jinni leaves
her body and takes shelter in the closest living creature:
the baby.
With the magic in him, his fate will be linked to his land
watered with blood and the Assassins’ secret order.

Elvis has decided to take some days off
before a performance in a retirement
home, the aptly named “Cheerful
Nightingale”. Around Chimay in Belgium
(you may know the name of this Walloon
municipality thanks to its world-famous
Trappist beers), he hits someone who turns
out to be a famous actor.
In between the gig, his one night-stand
who wants to move in with him, and the
kindly but clumsy hand of a mysterious
guardian angel, getting rid of the body
won’t be easy!

• Historical characters and events mixed with legends
and curses in a whirlwind of adventures and schemes.

• Keywords : Suspense and Humour!
• A fierce social critique filled with

• A fantasy novel with a taste of the Orient with strong

female characters, men with ambition, political struggles,
the Crusades and the oriental legends that will appeal
to a large readership.

tenderness and the inimitable “Belgian
surrealism”.

Nadine Monfils is an artist, writer and director. She has written

Born in 1956, Jean-Louis Fetjaine has diplomas
in Philosophy and Medieval History. Journalist and
editor since 1985, he has written numerous works.
With the success of his trilogy, Jean-Louis Fetjaine
has quickly imposed himself as one of the main
representatives of French Fantasy Fiction.

over forty novels. Her first feature film is called Madame Edouard
and her next one is to come.
Also avalaible:

Guinevere
13 February 2014

Thanks to Merlin, Arthur has reclaimed his father’s throne and
marries Guinevere, the daughter of King Leo of Great Carmelide.
But Merlin soon discovers that she is a demon, a White Lady harbinger
of great disasters.

THE ELF CHRONICLES
Rights sold: Portugal (Europa America), Russia (Hemiro)
A prequel to “The Trilogy of the Elves”.

“An efficient style capable of recapturing the magic and
passion of ancient times.” Le Monde
“And what if Fetjaine had invented political fantasy?” Le
Magazine littéraire
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> BESTSELLERS

> BESTSELLERS

JEAN-CLAUDE MOURLEVAT
AND ANNE-LAURE BONDOUX

J. R. DOS SANTOS

Shall We Dance?

the evening news in Portugal. He is also the author of seven essays and sixteen novels, all bestsellers in Portugal
and abroad.

12 March 2015
Reader’s report available
Rights sold: Germany (Zsolnay), Spain (Planeta), Italy
(Longanesi), Lithuania (Alma Littera), Taiwan (Ten Points
Publishing), Latvia (Zvaigzne), Czech Republic (Argo), Russia
(Sindbad), China (Guomai Culture)

THE PORTUGUESE PHENOMENON
Over 3 million copies sold worldwide

Follow Tomás Noronha, a Portuguese history teacher and world-renowned cryptanalyst confronted
with mysteries that could seem to be beyond all understanding. But you’ll surely be hooked on these
fast-paced, page-turner thriller books that will effortlessly enable you to grasp complex philosophical
and scientific concepts and to question some seemingly established truths.

Nearly 130.000 copies sold
The game of love, email and chance.
Pierre-Marie Sotto was awarded the Goncourt Prize
some years ago but is now suffering from writer’s block.
This is when he receives a large envelope with only an
e-mail address written on it. Assuming it’s a manuscript
and unwilling to give his opinion on someone else’s work,
he tries to know where he could send this back.
Thus begins a correspondence with Adeline Parmelan,
a tall big brunette who says she isn’t a reader like
others. They slowly get to know each other through
their computer screens revealing their pasts, their
lives, their hopes and dreams.
In the meantime, the envelope is left untouched and
soon Adeline doesn’t want Pierre-Marie to open it…
Who knows where this could lead them?
• Everything started as a game between the authors.
Jean-Claude Mourlevat sent the first E Mail as PierreMarie Sotto to Anne-Laure Bondoux and the book
is the correspondence that followed.

J.R. Dos Santos is a university lecturer and a journalist who covered wars around the globe and is now hosting

The Einstein Enigma

Nearly 400,000 copies sold in France
and over 200,000 copies sold in Portugal
Rights sold: USA (Harper Collins), USA Spanish (Rayo), Brazil

(Record), Spain (Rocca), Italy (Cavallo di Ferro), the Netherlands
(Querido), Finland (Minerva), Czech Republic (Albatros), Hungary
(Kossuth), Romania (Paralela 45), Bulgaria (Hermes), Greece
(Livanis), Russia (Premiere Publishers), Turkey (Pegasus),
Germany (Sportwelt)
Film rights sold
English, French, Portuguese manuscripts available.

Jean-Claude Mourlevat has published thirty or so

children books. The rights of his novels have
been sold in twenty countries.
Anne-Laure Bondoux is an actress, journalist and
author. She has written a dozen of children books and
she has been awarded several times in France and abroad.

JEAN-CLAUDE MOURLEVAT
The Reunion

Tomás is hired as a double agent by the Iranian and the
CIA to work on a manuscript written by Albert Einstein
whose content seems to be so extraordinary that it
could shake the world. Its title, Die Gottesformel : The
God Formula.
The enigma surrounding this ultimate legacy places
Tomás on a possible nuclear conflict involving Israel
and Iran. But, more importantly, it puts him on the trail
of the greatest mystery of all. The scientific proof of
God’s existence.
Also avalaible:

12 May 2016
Reader’s report available
Rights sold: Russia (Sindbad)

What have we done with our pledges of friendship? With our dreams?
Silvère has rented a house on the Ouessant Island for a five
days reunion with old friends. Jean, with whom he has shared
everything, will be coming. And so will Luce, Lours’ and Mara
who he hasn’t seen for forty years. The reunion is the occasion
for them to remember what they once shared: their dreams,
their disillusionments, everything that has made them and
still connects them.

•

A sensitive and beautifully written novel dealing with
universal topics: friendship, memories, lost loves, old age…
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> BESTSELLERS

> BESTSELLERS

GILLES LEGARDINIER

CLAUDE IZNER
and Laurence Lefèvre, who are both second-hand booksellers
along the Seine.

The man who knows how to combine
humour and emotion like no one else.

ROARING TWENTIES IN PARIS

Nearly 4 million copies sold worldwide

Claude Izner is the pen name of two sisters, Liliane Korb

Someone to Watch Over

Paris in the 20’s. Jeremy Nelson, a young american,
has come to the capital to find some answers about
his father and his roots. But he seems attracted
to troubles as everywhere he goes he is confronted
to mysterious deaths.

1 october 2015
Rights sold: Germany (Goldmann), Russia (Sindbad), Taiwan (Ecus)

How a happy band of straightforward and endearing old people could
help a father whose daughter is already 20.

“A delightful and incredibly accurate
reconstruction of Paris at the time of the
Roaring Twenties.” Biba

12 titles available

Over 820,000 copies sold in France

SERIE
COMPLE S
TED

English translations available
Rights sold: US (St Martin’s Press), UK (Gallic Books), Italy (Nord/
TEA), Germany (Pendo), Russia (AST/Astrel), Sweden (Kabusa Böcker),
Brasil (Nemo)

No More, I Promise!

By the same author:

Topsy Turvy

The fabulous destiny of Julie, desperately romantic and utterly clumsy.

Paris, at the end of the 19th Century. Victor Legris is in his
30’s and works as a bookseller. He regularly finds himself
confronted with mysteries and that’s good luck because he
loves acting as a detective. Embark with the author Claude
Izner on an unusual walk across the Capital of Lights.

21 February 2013
Rights sold: Russia (AST/Astrel)
Paris, 1998. A bookseller has been
killed in his shop. The only clues to be
found by the corpse are two Jules
Verne’s original editions that have
been mangled. Milo Jassy, bouquiniste
along the Seine, must solve the case
for he might become a victim himself...
20

As he wanted to cure his neighbours, he has become a doctor. As
he was willing to help people who are usually left aside, he spent
many years in conflict zones. But when Thomas learns that he is
the father of a 20-year-old girl, his view of life and certainties are
shaken.
He knows he won’t ever make up for lost time and refuses to
trouble the life of the one he knows nothing about. But a rush,
stronger than anything else, urges him to discover Emma. For her,
he will thus become the helping hand of fate, the luck factor, the
secret and watchful guardian angel.
In his mission, he can rely on the five residents of the retirement
home he is now heading, together with the nurse Pauline, her son
Théo, the guard of the nearby closed down factory and –without
him knowing- Emma’s boyfriend.
This is the story of a man who, in order to reach a goal he can’t
clearly explain, will be confronted with situations he doesn’t control
at all. This is a story about pure love in every shape and form.

10 November 2011
Rights sold: Germany (Goldmann), Italy (Mondadori), Spain (Alfaguara),
Czech Republic (Domino), Hungary (Park), Poland (Sonia Draga), Greece
(Patakis), Russia (Sindbad), Turkey (Pegasus), China (Straits Multi-Media),
Korea (Sweet Books), Taiwan (Walkers Culture), Vietnam (Nha Nam), Bulgaria
(Hermes), Latvia (Zvaigzne), Lithuania (Alma Littera), Brazil (Arqueiro),
Croatia (Znanje), Ukraine (Vivat)
Film rights sold

Each investigation is set in a famous place of Paris.

writer of feel-good novels, thrillers
(which won various awards) and
children books as well.

Sample English translations and Reader’s reports available

Investigations to the beat of jazz and foxtrot.

MYSTERIES IN PARIS

Gilles Legardinier is a all-around

What is the stupidest thing you have ever done in your life? After
getting her hand stuck in her mysterious neighbour’s mailbox,
Julie swore that she would quit acting crazy but she is about to
do much worse trying to get closer to this man…

“It is impossible to resist the extravagance
and charm of this literary Amelie Poulain!”
Aujourd’hui en France

Also avalaible:

Well Done!
Summer’s Lease
A Sure Fire Thing
21

> NOIR / LITERARY

> NOIR / ATMOSPHERIC

CHRISTIAN CARAYON

MISHA HALDEN

A Breath, A Shade

14 April 2016
Sample English translation and Reader’s report available
Rights sold: Germany (BTB), Italy (Sperling & Kupfer), Spain (Salamandra), The Netherlands (Luitingh-Sijthoff)

The Hounds’ Flesh, the
Wolves’ Blood
10 November 2016

A dark coming-of-age tale.

1917. A young soldier writes letters to his
daughter to be born. He explains what men
are capable of, their violence but also the
power of books and the significance of words
to the little one he will never be able to meet.
2015. Rory is like a lonesome dog, living a
quiet and solitary life. His peace is disrupted
one day when he finds a thief in his
apartment. Before he can do anything, a
young woman appears and the thief commits
suicide. This girl, Lupa, seems to be escaping
from someone and will turn Rory’s life upside
down. Is it love? No, it’s much more than
that.

“The slightest shadow, the lightest breath.”
The Hare and the Frogs by Jean de la Fontaine
1980. A party to celebrate the end of summer
is in full swing in the southern part of the
Massif Central. Justine, Guillaume, Emmanuel
and Florie, aged 10 to 14, are given the permission to sleep on a small island in the
middle of a lake. When the parents don’t see
them coming back in the morning, they swim
there and discover a horror scene: three
children have been slaughtered and the
fourth one has been left for dead.
2014. Whole families – those of the victims
and of the many suspects –, the town and
even the region never got over this trauma.
Marc-Édouard is a history teacher in Toulouse, whose career has come to a standstill.
His personal life is not going better (his wife
has left him and Siobhan, one of his students,
has tried to commit suicide after the end of
their affair). A disastrous gala at the university drives him to see a psychiatrist. There,
he confesses that his life has been overshadowed by fear because of the multiple
murder that took place when he was 11 years
old. To get rid of it, Marc-Édouard starts over
the investigation, on the pretext of writing
a thesis.

• Feverish writing and compelling characters
in an extremely violent but definitely
thoughtful story.
• This book is not only about psychological
and physical influence, torture but also about
values, humanity, our roots and our legacy.

Misha Halden is a pseudonym. Under her real name, she

has written two fantasy novels for which she received several
awards.

• An unputdownable thriller.
• When the sense of the intrigue of Michel Christian Carayon is a history teacher and a true lover of
Bussi meets the faultless narration of Pierre
Lemaitre.
• The rights have been sold in 4 countries
before the French publication after auctions and
preempts.

cinema. Un souffle, une ombre is his third novel.

Also available

The Devil’s Den
Rights sold: Germany (BTB)
22
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> THRILLER / ROAD 66

> THRILLER / CRIMINAL CASES

SOPHIE LOUBIÈRE

JEAN-MARC SOUVIRA

“Darkness has a beauty of its own, and no writer conveys that beautiful darkness more
fully than Sophie Loubière. She demonstrates the thoughtfulness, craft, and artistic
sincerity of a writer whose vision of life is uniquely her own. No writer more skillfully
leads her readers into the heart of darkness, nor more gently returns them to the light.”

12 November 2015
Reader’s report available

Thomas H Cook

• These books are based on the author’s journey and her residency at the Chatauqua Institution.
See her blogs:
http://blackcoffee66.blogspot.fr/
http://whitecoffee66.blogspot.fr/
Prequel:

Black Coffee
Rights sold: Czech Republic (Motto)

14 February 2013
Sample English translation and Reader’s report available
A serial killer whose confessions have been transcribed, a vanished
husband, a man haunted by his past and a woman desperate to
reunite her family. A breathless tracking game along Road 66.

“Through a well constructed
investigation two destinies, that of Desmond and of Lola,
unfold and intersect along the mythic Route 66.”
L’Amour des Livres

White Coffee

Black Mermaids

Africa in Paris: How to investigate on rituals, magic
and bewitchment?

As albinos’ dismembered bodies are found in the
Goutte d’Or neighbourhood in Paris (18th arrondissement), Mistral and his team have to become
familiar with a new thinking and analyzing process.
Fear and obedience being part of this reality, they
will be confronted with an international prostitution
network.
The case of “the car park rapist” is another file
that should have been closed but the killer
managed to escape. This is a serious misconduct
that Mistral has to justify especially since the
fugitive’s lawyer is an old enemy.
When his past suddenly catches up with him, how
can he possibly stay focused on his absorbing
job?
• Action, reflection but also procedure and
paperwork… This is the everyday life of a squad
dealing with multiple investigations that are
connected...or not.

Also avalaible:

13 October 2016
Reader’s report available
A serial killer who can’t do any harm anymore. A husband eager to
get his family back. A man obsessed with a woman and confronted
with ghostly appearances. A woman willing to be elsewhere, in the
arms of her loved one. And two children, who try to find their place
among them. One is spending some time in Chatauqua (New York),
one has just returned from the US to France, the others live in Nancy.
Their common point? The Road 66.

The Magician,
Away With the
Wind

Jean-Marc Souvira is a Police Chief and has been working

for the Criminal Investigation Department for 25 years as
the Director of the Central Department against Human
Trafficking and the Central Department against Financial
Crime. He has also worked with Luc Besson as a scriptwriter
on the movie Go Fast.

“400 beautifully executed pages from the beginning to the very end.” Le Figaro littéraire
“A roller-coaster of a thriller […] Impossible to resist the sirens’ song.” Le Point

The Stone Boy

14 April 2011
English translation and Reader's
report available
Rights sold: US (Grand Central),
UK (Sphere), Czech Republic
(Motto)
Film rights sold

Nearly 80,000 copies
sold
24

Author of novels, detective short stories and a
children’s book, Sophie Loubière also made
a name for herself in the publishing community
thanks to a unique literary program (Parking at
Night, France Inter) and her reviews at France
Info (Thriller Info).
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> THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL

> WOMEN'S FICTION

MICHEL MOATTI

SOPHIE ADRIANSEN

A Mind Like Alice
31 March 2016
Reader’s report available

Should we trust a desperate mother?

Alice Hoffman wakes up in a clinic alone, after
her failed attempt to kill herself. Memories
and pain are coming back slowly: Franck, her
11-year old son, has disappeared during a flood
in Burgundy.
She meets at the clinic a policeman who
seems to think that Franck did not die that
fateful day. They will team up to find out the
terrifying truth.

Michel Moatti is an academic and a journalist. His first
two books, historical novels, were well received by the
critics.
See on page 29.

The Shattered Pinball Syndrome

25 August 2016
Reader’s report available

Feeling pleasure to give life… Easy as a child’s play.
In her late 20’s, Stéphanie has everything to be happy: loyal
friends, an amazing job and a perfect and stable relationship
with Guillaume. But a baby is desperately missing. With a very
lucid point of view, she examines how the obsession of
becoming pregnant has ruined her life. And from this failed
experience, she will be reborn independent and FREE. Because
a mistreated body and an over-solicited mind never give up.
• The book is made of pieces of existence : inner questionings,
articles, quotations, statistics, maternal orders, results of
medical exams, gynecologist advice, intrusive questions.
• The title comes from the pinball slang: players hit the machine,
shattering but not breaking the glass. It is when everything is
broken in the inside while it looks normal on the outside…
• A sequel will be published next year.

Sophie Adriansen has written 20
books both for adults and children.

MARIE FITZGERALD
FRANÇOIS-XAVIER DILLARD

Chasing Miracles

Do it For Mummy

12 May 2016
Reader’s report available

Rights sold: Germany (Piper), Czech Republic (Argo)

13 March 2014
Sample English translation and Reader’s report available

Friendship has no age, it is always young.

When a mother lead her child to take the blame for her own
crime, what kind of grown-up could he become?

Early 70’s, Sébastien lives with his mother and teenage sister.
One argument too many and his sister is sent to a psychiatrist
hospital and his mother to prison.
Years later, Sébastien leads a normal life as a doctor, raising
his two daughters after the tragic death of his wife. The
seemingly perfect life shatters when children patients of
Sébastien die, and fears from the past thus resurface.

“A 100% French thriller which restores the prestige of
the genre with a gripping story depicting, through the
viewpoints of different characters, present lives
haunted by a past tragedy, until the shocking finale!”
Trends in Riviera

26

Also avalaible:

Claude, an 80 year-old blind man, lives alone and has finally
decided to do whatever he likes. Corentin is angry at his
overwhelming mother and cannot wait to be of age and flee
from home. Alain is a sixtysomething whose life has gone
adrift. The 3 men will find one another and decide to rescue
Corinne who is beaten by her husband.
During a trip to Spain, these four lonesome souls will perhaps
find the will to start things over.

• In the vein of Barbara Constantine and Les Intouchables,

a feel-good novel where solidarity and helping one another
are the central themes.
• These four strong voices and touching humanities will
stay with the reader long after the end of the book.
Sub-editor for 15 years, Marie Fitzgerald has then worked for the first
TV channel of Latin America. She has spent half of her life travelling the
world and is now settled in the France.
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> HISTORICAL CRIME / REINTERPRETATION

> HISTORICAL CRIME / 20TH

THIERRY BOURCY
& FRANÇOIS-HENRI SOULIÉ

MICHAËL MENTION

COURT INTRIGUES

The Secret Voice
5 January 2017

1 September 2016
2 volumes available.
Rights sold: Czech Republic (Argo)
Follow Joseph Kassov and his nephew Mattheus
at Rudolph II of Habsburg and Elizabeth I’s courts
where they have to navigate in between the
intrigues and resolve suspicious death.
• In the vein of S.J Parris and C.J Sansom.

Thierry Bourcy is an author and a scriptwriter, he has written
a successful historical crime series set during WWI.
François-Henri Soulié is a theatre producer and a dialogue
writer.

Question : What is the link between the novel
Crime and Punishment by Dostoyevsky and the
movie Children of Paradise by Marcel Carné.
Answer : Pierre-François Lacenaire
1835. Pierre-François Lacenaire, a famous poet
and murderer, is waiting for his execution in the
Conciergerie. However, new killings with his modus
operandi are committed in Paris. Allard, the head
of the police department asks him to help tracking
the murderer. The relationship between these two
will fluctuate between respect and manipulation,
while their investigation will lead them to a
mysterious and violent Paris.
• Historical realism combined with a modern plot.

Michaël Mention is the author of 2 awarded novels and a
scriptwriter. La Voix secrète is his third book.

MICHEL MOATTI
Back to Whitechapel
Sample English translation available

The true story of Jack the Ripper: Conclusions of an
in-depth investigation

JEAN D’AILLON

EDWARD HOLMES
AND GOWER WATSON
5 February 2012

Over 40,000 copies sold
3 volumes available

When Paris was under English control.

The clever reinterpretation of the Holmes and
Watson myth, set in Paris governed by the English,
during the Hundred Years’ War.

Jean d’Aillon is the cult author of historical crimes. He

has written 5 series and 35 novels with 750,000 copies sold.
28

In a London devastated by the Blitz, Amelia Pritlowe,
a nurse, finds out she is the daughter of Mary Jane
Kelly, Jack the Ripper’s last victim. Burned by such
a background, she decides to investigate the cold
case.
• This novel is based on the author’s own quest.
During 3 years, Michel Moatti dissected the records
(press reviews, forensic reports, investigation
documents from Scotland Yard, testimonies etc…)
and thus gives a more than plausible face to the
famous Victorian serial-killer.
• The narrator is the only character who did not exist.
• As a sociologist, Michel Moatti brilliantly describes
life at the time of Jack the Ripper in some London
underprivileged quarters.
See Michel Moatti on page 26.
Also avalaible :

Blackout Baby
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> HISTORY / WOMEN’S DESTINY

> HISTORY / 20TH

VIVIANE MOORE

Of Irish-Italian origin, Viviane Moore is completely French, despite her name. Her
first novels were published in 1997, to immediate success.

ALCHEMIA

JÉRÉMIE GUEZ
The Last Red Tiger
3 March 2014

Historical Crime Historia Award 2014

6 February 2014

Over 25,000 copies sold

A soldier on the track of a dissident
fighting with the Viet Minh.

“A fascinating thriller with the wars of religion as a backdrop.”

March 1946. French troops are sent
to South-East Asia to regain control
of this part of the world.
Dispirited after the death of his wife,
Charles Bareuil enrolls in the French
Foreign Legion to serve in Indochina.
This war will become personal when
Charles decides to investigate on an
Occidental sniper nicknamed «The
Red Tiger» who seems to have moved
over the ennemy’s side but who has
decided to protect him.

2 volumes available
Follow Sybille Le Noir, a strong and unconventional young woman well
versed in alchemy, in the tumultuous times of the Wars of Religion.
Teamed up with Jean de Montcel, a policeman, she will have to solve
crimes surrounded by alchemy and its mysteries.
Page des libraries

JEAN-PIERRE BOURS

Jean-Pierre Bours has published several books. Now retired, he focused on his two
favourite subjects: xvith century Germany and the myth of Faust.

•

A story of friendship, love and
betrayal with the Indochina war in
the background.
• A novel in the vein of Apocalyspe
Now and Enemy at the Gates.

Indulgences
15 December 2014

The struggle of two women eager to fulfill their destinies.

“An unexpected novel that you
cannot put down until the end.”

1500, Holy Roman Empire. In a world devastated by plague, starvation
and war, Eva Mathis abandons her child in the church in Coswig,
before being arrested for witchcraft and subjected to an inequitable
and barbaric trial.
Fifteen years later, as the Reformation is starting in Germany,
Gretchen is growing up in a peasant family. When she learns that
she’s been taken in, she then starts her identity quest that will lead
her on the path of the greatest spirits and artists of her time: Martin
Luther, Lucas Cranach or Doctor Faust.

Page des libraries

“Fascinating and well
documented.” Livres Hebdo

NICOLAS RABEL

Nicolas Rabel works in cinema. Une libération is his first novel.

A Liberation
1 Decembre 2013

Paris, August 1944 : Freed ?

Jérémie Guez is 25 and lives in Paris. Le Dernier Tigre Rouge is

his fourth novel after Du Vide plein les Yeux, Paris la Nuit and Balancé
dans les Cordes (awarded the Prix SNCF du Polar 2013).

A young policeman comes to a retirement home following the murder
of one of the resident. There, he meets Odette Dulac, an inoffensive
old woman. Their meeting is the chance for Odette to let go her past.
Paris, 1940. She is nineteen years old when she is arrested and
tortured by the SS. Freed, her commitment to the Resistance is
strengthened but the liberation of Paris could cost her much as love
is blind when it comes to war…
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> SF

> 100% DIGITAL / SERIAL

SEAN PLATT AND DAVID WRIGHT

CAMILLE-LAURE MARI

Sean Platt and David Wright launched Yesterday’s Gone in 2011 with one episode published per week on Amazon
that sold more than 400,000 copies.

YESTERDAY’S GONE
Rights sold: Italy (Fanucci)

Digital: 17 December 2015, Paper: 10 March 2016
English manuscripts of the first 5 (out of 6) seasons available

On October 15 2011 at 2:15 a.m., everyone on Earth
vanished. Well, almost everyone.

A scattered few woke in a world where there are
no rules other than survival… at any cost.
A journalist wanders the wretched reality of an
empty New York, in search for his wife and son.
A serial killer must hunt in a land where prey is now
endangered species.
A mother shields her young daughter from danger,
as every breath fills her with terror.
A bullied teen is thrilled to find everyone gone. Until
the knock on his door.
A fugitive survives a fiery plane crash. Will he be
redeemed, or return to what he’s best at: the kill?
An eight year old boy sets out on a journey to find
his missing family. What he finds will change him
forever.
And there’s a few people who aren’t surprised that
this happened at all. In fact, they’ve been dreaming
about this day for years.
These survivors aren’t alone…
Someone, or something, is watching them.
And waiting…
Strangers unite.
Sides are chosen.
Will humanity survive what it never saw coming?

Awakening

The first digital and apocalyptic series published in real time!

Martin Hurston is a doctor and researcher in neuropsychiatry.
He wakes up from a coma whose real causes are unclear and
consequences huge and disturbing.
Is he an Awake? But who are the Awakes exactly?

• 21 episodes were posted (without DRM) from 1st to 21st
December 2012, rumored date for the end of the world.

Camille-Laure Mari is 23, she’s an Arts student. She has won a writing
contest organised with the website WeLoveWords.

SHORT CRIME NOVELS
A hundred noir novellas.

Most of the texts by Sophie Loubière have
been broadcasted during the author’s radio
program on France Inter. Those by Gérard Moss
are original titles.

CHRISTOPHE NICOLAS

SHORT EROTICAS

10 March 2016

A series dedicated to sexy breaks.

Captive

When men are nothing more than animals, only love can save them.

A naked man, all skin and bones, with a metallic necklace emerges from
the ground and soon dies.
Six years later, Flora moves back to her childhood house close to a military
base. Cyril, a friend of hers, has come to give a helping hand. Marie, his
partner, comes the day after but find the hamlet deserted. She will then
have to face the army, an unspeakable horror and men’s cowardice before
she finds her lover again.
• A gripping, enigmatic thriller in between paranormal and science-fiction.
• A deep reflection on humanity, freedom and resistance.

Very short (4,500 characters) to short (up to
40,000 characters), these 27 easy-to-read
and easy-to-access short stories are declined
in different colors depending on the erotic
content :
1 - Sweet Pleasures
2 - Spicy Pleasures
3 - Hot Pleasures

See Christophe Nicolas on page 10.
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> QUIRKY DOCS

> QUIRKY DOCS

AGNÈS LEDIG & JACK KOCH

OLIVIER MAGNY

20 October 2016

4 November 2010
English translation available
Rights sold: Taiwan (My House Publishing), Germany (Blanvalet)

The Butterfly Spirit

Get out of your cocoon and reveal yourself.
“The idea of The Butterfly’s Spirit came from
the wish to pass on everything positive fate has
offered me. We all go through ordeals and
difficulties like rapids of a tumultuous river. Some
of us catch their breath quicker than others. I
am lucky enough to have solid basis allowing me,
despite the ordeals, to live a joyful, happy,
meaningful life.”
Agnès Ledig uses her personal tragic experience
to provide a method to see and experience events.
It does not aim to change your vision of life but
to bring lightness to it.
• In between a personal development book and
an exercise booklet.
• The book is divided in different parts,
representing the rooms of our inner house.
After years of being a midwife, Agnès Ledig is now a
bestselling author, translated in twelve countries. Jack Koch
used to be a teacher and is now an illustrator.
http://www.agnesledig.fr/

GAËTAN DUCHATEAU
& FLORENT GUERLAIN
Left Wing/Right Wing
3 November 2016

What divides the Left Wing and the Right Wing ?
All kind of subjects, serious or less, are treated with
graphics and illustrations in order to find out what
really divides the Left Wing and the Right Wing.
• A political handbook both instructive and irreverent.

Gaëtan Duchateau and Florent Guerlain are the co-founder

Stuff Parisians Like
Nearly 74,000 copies sold

This book describes like no other what truly makes Parisian life
so unique thanks to a collection of short anecdotes.
Olivier Magny is a real Parisian: he was born and raised in
the City of Lights and shares here his spot-on analyses and
priceless insights about his city. And he does all that with
great humor and wit.
So if you want to know Paris as it is, understand things beyond
clichés, learn the tricks and phrases that will make you blend
in and have a good laugh all at the same time - this might
just be the book for you.

“Hilariously perceptive.” New York Magazine
“Indispensable and irresistible.”

Le Point

Into Wine

21 November 2013
English translation available
Rights sold: Taiwan (Cube Press)

An invitation to enjoy one of life’s greatest pleasures:
drinking!

What if wine was not so complicated? Olivier
Magny invites us to rediscover wine with humour
and a breath of fresh air; and shares his expertise
in order to show us that treating yourself to
pleasure is not only easy, but absolutely necessary.
• Olivier Magny is to wine what Jamie Oliver is to
food!
• A book full of optimism and practical solutions
to boost your health, bring happiness and joy.

“A pleasant and instructive read.”
Le Monde

of a creation studio and have worked with brands, media and
publishers.

Olivier Magny founded hiw own wine-tasting company that has taught French wine to 50,000 people. A native
Parisian himself, he lives part-time in the United States. When he is in Paris, you could easily find him in his wine
bar, Ô Chateau located 68 rue Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
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> QUIRKY DOCS

> QUIRKY DOCS

LITTLE DICTIONARIES
OF PASSIONS

AGNÈS LEDIG AND TEDDY LINET
My Gynaecological Guide

16 condensed titles available at Pocket
70 titles available at Éditions Plon

21 January 2016

Over 1 million copies sold

A simple and fun guide to understand your body and make the
appropriate choices.

The “Dictionaries of Passions” compile wanderings by those
fervent about their favorite subject in the form of alphabetically
ordered articles. These works are not intended to be
encyclopedic, but rather subjective essays (hence the term
“passion”). Thirteen years later, these reference works have
been reinvented in a more compact format at Pocket under
the name of “Little Dictionary of Passions”.
The best known in their field have contributed to this collection, published
at Éditions Plon since 2000, which is gathering nearly 70 titles: Max
Gallo and Claude Allègre of the Academy of Sciences, Frédéric Vitoux
from the Académie Française, Christian Millau, co-founder of the GaultMillau culinary guides, Bernard Pivot and Didier Decoin of the Académie
Goncourt and other stars.
Titles availables:
Gastronomy, Science, History of France, Rock, Trains, Napoleon, Judaism,
Bible, India, Catholicism, Cats, Spain, France, Sky and stars, Venice,
Languages, De Gaulle, Rugby, Gardens, Television, Wine

Agnès Ledig and Teddy Linet give professional advices to help
women, from puberty to menopause, become the actresses of their
health.
See Agnès Ledig on page 34. Teddy Linet is a gynaecologist.

« A smart and feminist guide […], the perfect book to put
an end to some clichés.” Elle

JADDO
Through the blog www.jaddo.fr, Jaddo uses a pseudonym to
comment on the joys, sorrows, the flaws and the beauty of the
profession.

Just After Bear Taming
6 October 2011

Over 51,000 copies sold

Rights sold: Germany (Ullstein), Italy (Vallardi)
Confessions of a suburbian GP.
Funny and full of emotion, these intimacies downplay
the doctor / patient relationship.

If you liked this topic, you will like

JEAN-MICHEL
ESPITALLIER

Cédric Dassas, Valérie Agha, Didier Lestrade and Gilles Pialoux

Jean-Michel Espitallier is a writer, poet and musician.

Fame

2 February 2012
Caustic or moving, we laugh – forced
sometimes – at this new spectacle of the “show
biz” society, in which we have become actors
(accomplices), more or less voluntarily.
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NON-FICTION / SOCIETY

> NON-FICTION / POPULARISATION

THIERRY MAILLET

JEAN-LUC HENNIG

Thierry Maillet is a marketing consultant, a columnist at

Jean-Luc Hennig used to be a journalist at Libération and

Rolling Stone. He has written thirty books, both fiction and
non-fiction.

Le Nouvel Économiste and a teacher. He also leads a seminar
at the Science-Po University in Paris. As early as 2001, he
invented the terminology “consum’actor”, which is now
commonly used.

The Literary and Erotic
Dictionary of Fruits and
Vegetables

Marketing and its History
2 september 2010

25 August 2016
Just like flowers, fruits and vegetables have their own
language and if we could still understand them, they
would tell us about our most secret tastes and
disgusts. From apricots to truffles, through gherkins,
turnips, olives, parsley, grapes and tomatoes, the
author reveals their origins, alleged powers and
attributes but also how famous people, writers,
doctors, proverbs used them. He also associates erotic
images to each of them for a surprising effect!

The eternal search for the ideal consumer.

The book’s objective is to describe the advances
in marketing by demonstrating how the frontrunners in the field have always attempted to
adapt to society’s expectations.

• A daring and inspiring thought on feelings and
delight.

ALEXANDRA MIDAL
Alexandra Midal is a design historian and theoretician. She

has diplomas from both the Sorbonne and Princeton University
School of Architecture. She used to be an assistant to Dan
Graham. She is now a professor at the Geneva University of Art
and Design.

Design

5 November 2009

An Introduction to the History of a Discipline.

Based on an absolute belief in an object’s power
to permanently transform and improve the world
we live in, the author demonstrates the ways in
which design has proposed to reform political,
social and artistic circles and how it has, in certain
cases, become a genuine political tool.
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JEAN-PHILIPPE
DOMECQ
Jean-Philippe Domecq is a novelist and an essayist.

What Speed Tells Us

26 September 2013
Formula One is the most watched sport on the planet,
almost on par with football. Highly technical, entrusted
to a few demigods who are the drivers, these modern
chariot races fascinate and reflect our image as a
society that is more and more dependent on the
technology. The Grand Prix, circuits, drivers write yet
another page about the sociology of the second half
of the XXth century.
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> NON-FICTION / POETRY & ART

> NON-FICTION / PHILOSOPHY

FABRICE MIDAL
INTRODUCTION
TO GREAT THINKERS

Painter, editor and poet, PhD in Philosophy, Fabrice Midal
teaches at the University of Paris VIII.

Why Poetry?

Titles availables
Gilles Deleuze
Claude Levi-Strauss
Jean-Paul Sartre

7 October 2010

The Heritage of Orpheus.
What if we knew nothing about poetry? “Poetic”
today is often associated with incidental, beautiful
or even soppy. Poetry, however, allows one to look
upon words, the world, even existence from a
completely different perspective, and it is the
poets who guard the harmony between man and
his environment. Through the exploration of
poetry’s founding myth, Fabrice Midal shows us
how to listen to and read a poem.

Jacques Derrida
Pierre Bourdieu
Martin Buber
Jean Malaurie

A very clear overall picture of key concepts by great
thinkers from the second half of the 20th century.

These guides mainly target students willing to adapt,
thanks to one single volume, to the essential points
of authors that may be difficult to grasp.
These titles have been written by a new generation of specialists.

• Quotations from poets from all ages and from
all continents.

JEAN-PHILIPPE
DOMECQ
See Jean-Philippe Domecq on page 39.

PIERRE JACERME

Critique’s Comedy
5 November 2015

Pierre Jacerme is a philosophy teacher.

A key reflection on the history of
contemporary art, its criteria and
its wanderings.

Introduction to
Occidental Philosophy
26 September 2013

Rights sold: Italy (Marinotti)
If you liked this
topic, you will like
Understanding
Modern Art
by Fabrice Midal
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An introduction to the four pillars of the Occidental
Philosophy: Heraclitus, Parmenides, Plato and
Descates.
Without being to erudite, but not too simple either,
the author comments the fundamental texts of
Heraclitus, Parmenides, Plato and Descartes.
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